Living more relaxed
together.
Use intelligent drives and controls to automate
roller shutters according to the situation:
with BECKER.

It‘s nice to be considered!
Automate roller shutters with BECKER
Life‘s full of surprises. You just can‘t have your eyes everywhere. You won‘t have to.
Thanks to the obstacle detection integrated in your roller shutter drives, you can relax
and devote yourself to more important tasks.
It reacts on contact with an obstacle and causes the roller shutter to stop. Whether
flower box or tricycle - everything is safe, completely without your intervention. The
matching control system additionally increases the comfort: Opening and closing
happens fully automatically and around the clock.

Roller shutter drive with
electronic limit switching

TimeControl TC52
Timer for light sensor

 Sensitive obstacle detection
to save the roller shutter when
encountering an obstacle
 Anti-freeze mechanism at the top
and below
 Burglar resistance when using
anti-lifting devices
 Drives can be connected parallel
without additional control

 Preprogrammed date, time and switching
time function
 Simple programming through text support
 Slide switch for easy changing between
manual and automatic mode
 Astronomical function for morning and evening
 Holiday function

Sensitive obstacle detection
If your roller shutter encounters an obstacle,
the drive stops. Safety for you and the
roller shutter are the main focus here. The
intelligent drives from Becker help you to feel
safe.

Option: Light sensor SC43
 Twilight function
Comfort on the minute
When the sun rises or sets: The astro
function opens and closes your roller
shutters on time - 365 days a year.
Late risers can also program their own
„sunrise“ with the control unit.

TimeControl U26
Timer

MemoControl MC42
Memory button

 Easy operation using clear display
 Preprogrammed and individually
programmable switching times
 Light sensor LS26 can be connected

 Intelligent pushbutton with
latching action
 Easy programming of the
switching times
 Slide switch for easy changing between
manual and automatic mode

Your specialist dealer:

Better safe than sorry
With roller shutters you can reliably
protect your home and yourself from too
much light and from burglars. A good
feeling that you can always rely on with
Becker controls, even when you are on
the move.
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